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Abstract

This Coastal and Hydraulics Engineering special report is a general overview of the current state of nearshore berm placement research. The report describes current design guidance for nearshore berm placement, as well as the major findings of existing numerical and physical modeling studies. Field experiments are also summarized. Numerical and physical models are important as they help to illustrate in greater detail the morphological evolution and hydrodynamic effects the berm has on the surrounding area. Physical models allow for two- and three-dimensional illustration of these concepts. Field studies show that onshore migration of active berms occurs and the tendency of nearshore berms to act as a submerged breakwater. Although many field and modeling studies exist to assess the morphologic and sedimentologic evolution of berms, a need for more detailed understanding of the processes associated with these types of nourishments still exists. More data to predict where material is going, how the existing adjacent morphologic features respond to the placement, and how long the material will remain in place (or its intended location) are necessary to answer stakeholder questions for these types of placements.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Navigable depths in channels and inlets are regularly sustained through periodic Operation & Maintenance dredging. Often, it is the goal to beneficially use the dredged material as part of Engineering With Nature and Regional Sediment Management (RSM) practices. Beneficial use is one technique to allow sediment to remain in the littoral zone so that it may nourish the beach and nearshore. In contrast, methods such as offshore disposal of the material removes it from the system, thereby potentially depleting the littoral zone of sediment. In the coastal zone, there are two major beneficial use practices currently employed along sandy beaches: direct placement of material on the beach in the form of a beach nourishment or placement of material in the nearshore in the form of a nearshore berm.

A beach nourishment is the placement of material on the beach to advance the shoreline seaward and protect against inundation of the coastline by storm and wave action as well as for recreational purposes (Finkl and Walker 2005) whereas nearshore berm nourishments are the placement of material in the nearshore in the form of an elongate bar or a mound. Nearshore berm nourishments can be the preferred method of beneficial use because often state regulations require more strict grain size compatibility between native and dredged material for beach nourishments than nearshore berm nourishments. Additionally, nearshore berm nourishments are generally less costly to build, easier to construct, and have fewer environmental concerns such as their potential to affect sea turtle and shore bird nesting.

Nearshore berms offer a placement option for mixed sediment (e.g., mostly sand with varying amounts of fines) that is not considered beach quality according to individual state criteria. Sand remains in the littoral zone, with the potential to reduce waves in the lee of the berm, sheltering the adjacent beach. Ideally, through proper design, the sand fraction of the material will move onshore, and the fine material will winnow out and be dispersed offshore. In addition, as compared to deep-water placement or confined placement, pumping or hopper dredge placement in the nearshore can be less costly. Finally, depending on the site and placement,
berms can offer recreational benefits such as surfable waves and shallower nearshore areas for beach-goers. For these reasons, nearshore berms have become an increasingly utilized beneficial use practice. However, there may be aesthetic detriments to nearshore berms, such as stagnant water if the berm migrates onshore and becomes intertidal, temporary deposition of fine materials in the trough landward of the berm, and difficulty in getting beach watercraft offshore over a shallow bar (Wang et al. 2013). Better guidance for berm design and evolution is needed to maximize the benefits of nearshore berms while minimizing negative impacts.

Systematic studies on design considerations for nearshore berm placement were primarily conducted in the late-1980s to mid-1990s, with several studies (e.g., Hands and Bradley 1990; Hands and Deloach 1984; Hands and Allison 1991; Scheffner 1991; Allison and Pollock 1993; McLellan and Kraus 1991; McLellan 1990 a,b) funded by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Dredging Research Program (DRP). These studies resulted in guidance for evaluating the general stability of a nearshore berm (e.g., whether the entire placement would be stable or mobile). Recognizing the strong control of site-specific conditions on berm performance, nearly all of the studies recommended detailed field monitoring. The developments of the berm performance criteria and design guidelines were largely based on the findings of Hallermeier’s (1981a,b) study on profile zonation and Larson and Kraus’ (1992 and 1994) studies on bar morphodynamics. However, various site-specific issues associated with berm nourishments need to be carefully addressed. Key issues include whether and how the artificial berm will move onshore or offshore and the processes that are associated with the berm movement and how the coarser and finer fractions of the placed sediment will redistribute.

1.2 Objective

The following special report serves to summarize the current state of knowledge of nearshore berm placement through an extensive literature review of previous studies. Studies include existing design guidance, case studies, and various modeling studies. The report also includes potential paths forward in the research of nearshore placement.
1.3 Approach

The report is divided into different sections to summarize the state of the practice in nearshore placement, including a path forward. Chapter 1 gives a brief background of nearshore placement, and Chapter 2 gives examples of existing design guidance. Chapter 3 summarizes many numerical and physical modeling studies. Chapter 4 highlights previous case studies, and finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the review and outlines potential paths forward for future research.
2 Existing Design Guidance

Beginning in the 1990s, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has produced several design guidance documents for nearshore berm placement. Perhaps the most important design parameter to consider is whether or not the material will move once it is placed in the nearshore, which is often determined based on depth of placement, wave characteristics of the region, and sediment grain size. In addition to nearshore berm mobility, the USACE also produced several guidance documents on several factors including length, width, side slopes, timing of placement, etc. The following section first details the initial guidance and updated methods on determining berm mobility, followed by a discussion of other placement considerations that are summarized in the series of U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center (ERDC) technical notes.

2.1 Determining nearshore berm mobility

2.1.1 Depth of closure (DOC)

In order to discuss existing design guidance of nearshore placement of sediment, specifically whether or not the berm will be mobile, it is first important to understand the concept of DOC. As defined by Kraus et al. (1998), the “depth of closure for a given or characteristic time interval is the most landward depth seaward of which there is no significant change in bottom elevation and no significant net sediment transport between the nearshore and the offshore.” Generally, the DOC can be defined as the depth at which time-series profiles converge (i.e., there is no elevation change) as it is challenging to quantify sediment transport over a large spatial and temporal domain.

From wave tank and field studies, Hallermeier (1978, 1981a, 1981b, 1983) created the first theoretical definition of the DOC. He defined three separate profile zones related to the critical value of a Froude number describing the threshold of erosive sand bed agitation by wave action: the littoral zone, the shoal zone, and the offshore zone (Figure 1). The boundaries of the zones were empirically derived from local sediment characteristics and summary statistics of annual wave climate and are defined as the Inner DOC and the Outer DOC. The Inner DOC ($D_{inner}$) marks the seaward extent of the littoral zone, which “extends to the
seaward limit of intense bed activity caused by extreme near-breaking waves and breaker related currents” (Hallermeier 1981a). The Inner DOC was found to be related to the effective wave height, \( H_e \), and the associated wave period, \( T_e \), and \( g \), the gravitational constant through the following equation:

\[
D_{\text{inner}} = d_i = 2.28H_e - 68.5 \left( \frac{H_e^2}{gT_e^2} \right)
\]  

(1)

The effective wave height is defined as wave conditions that exceed only 12 hours out of a single year (or the greatest 0.137% waves in a year). It is related to the mean annual significant wave height, \( H_s \), and the standard deviation of the mean annual significant wave height, \( \sigma_s \), through the following equation:

\[
H_e = H_s + 5.6\sigma_s
\]  

(2)

Using the relationship between the effective wave height and the mean annual significant wave height yields another definition of the Inner DOC as

\[
D_{\text{inner}} = d_i = 2H_s + 11\sigma_s
\]  

(3)

The Outer DOC marks the seaward extent of the shoal zone, where “expected surface waves are likely to cause little sand transport and the waves have neither a strong nor negligible effect on the bed” (Hallermeier 1981b). Hallermeier found that unlike the Inner DOC, the Outer DOC can be related to grain size through the equation

\[
D_{\text{outer}} = d_i = (H_s - 0.3\sigma_s)\bar{T}_s \left( \frac{g}{50000D} \right)^{0.5}
\]  

(4)

where \( D \), or \( d_{50} \), is the median grain size of the sediment and \( \bar{T}_s \) is the period associated with the annual mean significant wave height. The term \( H_s - 0.3\sigma_s \) in Equation 4 is also defined as \( H_{sm} \), or the yearly median significant wave height.
Birkemeier (1985) reevaluated the Hallermeier equation for the Inner DOC using monthly bathymetric surveys from June 1981 to December 1982 at the USACE Field Research Facility (FRF) in Duck, NC. Through his study, he found a better approximation for the DOC to be

\[ D_{\text{inner}} = d_t = 1.75H_e - 57.9 \left( \frac{H_e^2}{gr_e^2} \right) \tag{5} \]

The DOC is an important concept used in many coastal engineering projects. To that end, the USACE Coastal Inlets Research Program (CIRP) has calculated and mapped DOCs around the United States coastlines, including the Great Lakes, using both the Hallermeier and Birkemeier equations. (Details of the methodology and data availability can be found in Brutsché et al. [2016]).

2.1.2 Active (or Feeder) vs. stable berms

One design parameter to consider is whether or not the sediment that makes up a nearshore berm will mobilize once the material is placed. The two types of nearshore berms have been previously distinguished as active vs. stable berms (Hands and Allison 1991) or feeder vs. stable berms (McLellan and Kraus 1991). Hands and Allison (1991) defined active berms as those that show significant movement within the first few months while stable berms retain most of their original volume and remain at the placement site for years. Similarly, according to McLellan and Kraus (1991), a feeder berm is placed in sufficiently shallow water and with relatively high relief and induces wave breaking, especially during storm conditions, therefore significantly reducing the wave energy arriving at the shoreline. A feeder berm also tends to migrate onshore under accretionary wave conditions. A stable berm is designed to remain largely stationary. It may attenuate larger storm waves. Generally, feeder berms should be
composed of beach quality sand. If a stable berm consists of beach quality sand, it can serve as a stockpile for future beach nourishments. Both types of berms have the indirect benefits associated with them including potentially attenuating waves, thereby reducing erosion at the shoreline, and in the case of stable berms, serving as a sediment stockpile. Feeder or active berms have the additional direct benefit of potentially adding sediment to the dry beach (McLellan et al. 1990).

Hands and Allison (1991) investigated ways to determine whether a nearshore berm would be active or stable using two separate methods. For both methods, 11 nearshore berms were studied to determine whether onshore migration occurred. The first method determines mobility as a function of effective wave energy. Wave Information Study (WIS) hindcast data were transformed to the base of each of the 11 berm sites using a Texel, MARSEN, and ARSLOE (TMA)-type relationship. The maximum near-bed, wave-induced velocity was then calculated at each of the sites. Generally, berms that experienced higher maximum near-bed velocities were found to be active while those that experienced the lower velocities were stable. The near-bed velocities that have a chance of nonexceedance at the upper 75 to 95 percentile correlated best with berm migration. It was found that if the 75 percentile velocity exceeds 40 centimeters per second (cm/sec) or the 95 percentile exceeds 70 cm/sec, then the berm should be active.

The second way Hands and Allison (1991) determined whether a berm will be active or stable was to determine the response of the berm as a function of wave and sediment parameters. For this method, Hallermeier’s Inner and Outer DOCs (Hallermeier 1981) were used to determine stability. The 11 berms were plotted on a chart (Figure 2) to compare depth of placement with the calculated Inner and Outer DOCs. It was determined that if the berms were placed shallower than Inner DOC, they were active. If placed deeper than the Outer DOC, the berms were found to be stable. There existed a buffer zone for stable berms where the material was placed 50% shallower than the Outer DOC.
The Hands and Allison (1991) criteria have been broadly and successfully used to evaluate berm stability, as discussed in the following. However, Dean and Dalrymple (2002) pointed out that the well-documented 1989–1991 Perdido Key berm (discussed in more detail in the following section) was predicted to be active according to the Hands and Allison (1991) model, contrary to field results. The Perdido Key berm is not included in the Hands and Allison (1991) analyses (Figure 2). This may be because using the DOC as an indicator of mobility might lead to a conservative estimate of depth of mobility.

2.1.3 Mobility predictions using morphologic and hydrodynamic parameters

Assuming that bar-shaped nearshore berms should behave similarly to natural bars, Larson and Kraus (1992, 1994) investigated the morphodynamics of the longshore bars at the FRF in Duck, NC. They hypothesized nearshore berm behavior may be similar to nearshore bar behavior, particularly if the berm is placed as an elongated bar. The generally dissipative beach at Duck is characteristic of a two-bar system:
an inner bar approximately 300 feet (ft) from the shoreline and an outer bar approximately 1000 ft offshore and provided a good opportunity to study nearshore bar dynamics. Bi-weekly beach and nearshore profile surveys were conducted for 11 years totaling approximately 300 surveys that were used in the Larson and Kraus (1992, 1994) studies. Generally, a monotonic profile is often used to represent an equilibrium shape (Bruun 1954; Dean 1977 1991; Bodge 1992; Wang and Davis 1998, 1999). Larson and Kraus (1992, 1994) created a modified equilibrium profile for the FRF based on all of the survey lines by first averaging all of the profiles in the study area. Based on the average profile derived from the FRF data and the Dean (1977) equilibrium profile concept, the following equation was developed:

$$h = A_* \left[ x + \frac{1}{\lambda} \left( \frac{D_o}{D_\infty} - 1 \right) \left( 1 - e^{-\lambda x} \right) \right]^{2/3}$$

(6)

where $h$ = water depth, $A_*$ = shape parameter based on median grain size, $x$= distance offshore measured from the mean sea level shoreline, $D_o$ = equilibrium wave energy dissipation per unit volume in the inshore, $D_\infty$ = equilibrium wave energy dissipation per unit volume in the offshore, and $\lambda$ = characteristic decay length describing the rate at which $D_o$ reaches $D_\infty$.

Based on Larson and Kraus (1992), $\lambda$ is determined empirically.

By comparing individual barred profiles with the monotonic equilibrium profile, Larson and Kraus (1994) made many observations on bar migration based on the relationships between different bar parameters and wave heights. They documented strong correlations between bar volume and bar height, bar volume and bar length, depth of bar crest, and distance to its center of mass. Furthermore, Larson and Kraus (1994) examined relationships between bar properties and incident wave conditions. Correlations were identified between certain wave properties and bar properties, including $h_c/(H_o)_{max}$ and $(H_o/L_o)_{mean}$, and $\Delta V_b/H_o^2$ and $(H_o/wT)_{mean}$, where $h_c$ is the water depth at the bar crest, $(H_o)_{max}$ is the maximum deep wave height, $(H_o)_{mean}$ is the mean deep water wave height, $(L_o)_{mean}$ is the mean deep water wave length, $\Delta V_b$ is the change in bar volume, $H_o$ is the deep water wave height, $w$ is the sediment settling velocity, and $T_{mean}$ is the mean wave period. Using the Dean Number, $H_o/wT$, Larson and Kraus (1992) estimated whether the bar would move on or offshore. If the Dean Number relationship were found to be greater
than 7.2, bar migration would be offshore. If it were less than 7.2, bar migration would be onshore.

The findings determined through the study at the FRF field data were applied to a nearshore berm at Silver Strand, California (Larson and Kraus 1992). The authors found that the criteria determined from the FRF study successfully predicted the nearshore berm morphologic evolution at Silver Strand, California. Because of this, it was concluded that the geometric bar property correlations derived from the U.S. east coast (FRF) may apply to other coasts and to the morphodynamics of nearshore berms. Furthermore, these parameters may be used in the design of nearshore berms. More details on the Silver Strand nearshore berm will be described in Section 4.

### 2.2 Other design and placement considerations

In the 1990s, several USACE Dredging Research Program reports and papers were compiled describing general design guidance for nearshore placement. The following section summarizes those placement considerations.

McLellan (1990 a,b) stressed the importance of design in the placement of sediment in the nearshore, stating that the berm should be considered an engineered structure, requiring a design template that can be verified, construction methodology, and periodic maintenance throughout the design life of the structure. Based on several studies (Zwamborn et al. 1970; Frisch 1979; Gunyakt, 1987), McLellan suggested creating a linear berm as opposed to a conical berm to avoid wave focusing. It is also suggested that the orientation of the berm should be shore parallel to take advantage of wave energy reduction benefits.

McLellan et al. (1990) and subsequently McLellan and Kraus (1991) proposed comprehensive design guidance for nearshore berm construction. McLellan et al. (1990) summarized four steps to determine successful berm design and construction: (1) quantity and quality of material to be dredged, (2) availability of suitable equipment, (3) local wave conditions, and (4) economics of berm construction and alternatives. McLellan et al. (1990) and McLellan and Kraus (1991) suggested that artificial berm design should consider the following factors: (1) placement proximity to navigation channel, (2) timing of placement, (3) depth of placement, and (4) the overall dimensions (i.e., height, length, width, and
side slopes) of the constructed berm to reduce potential wave focusing. In terms of location, they recommended that a feeder berm be placed downdrift of the inlet channel and away from the tidal inlet’s hydrodynamic effects. The timing of the placement is also important. It is stated that for a beach with a typical winter-summer cycle in the northern hemisphere, the early- to mid-summer time frame should be optimal for accretionary wave conditions. If the placement is too close to the storm season, the material may move offshore. McLellan and Kraus (1991) state that the berm should be placed as close to the shore as possible within the constraints of safe navigation of the dredge to ensure optimum movement of material once it is placed. The dimensions of the berm are also an important design consideration. One of the key parameters is the length of the berm, which should be long enough to avoid wave focusing by wave refraction, and should depend on the hydrodynamic conditions (i.e., the wave height, period, and direction). The height of the berm has significant influence on the stability. It is stated that there was no explicit guidance on the width of the berm; however, wider berms allow for more waves to break along the crest. Side slopes of the berm are mainly a factor of grain size and sediment density, but the compaction of material, dredging and placement method, and currents during the placement also determine final slope (McLellan and Kraus 1991). At the time of their study, little information was available on the best side slope; however, there is mention of side slopes ranging from 1:100 to 1:30.

Burke and Allison (1992) used the Regional Coastal Process WAVE (RCPWAVE) model (Ebersole et al. 1986) to test berm slopes and potential wave focusing. Wave focusing may occur through wave refraction around the ends of nearshore berms or structures such as breakwaters that can lead to increased erosion on adjacent beaches (Dean and Dalrymple, 2002). They consistently used a 1V on 25H inshore slope and a 1V on 50H offshore slope but changed the end slopes of the berms as compared to crest lengths and various wave heights, hypothesizing that certain end slopes as compared to the crest length may cause wave focusing along the ends of the berms. It was determined that steeper end slopes cause end effects along a narrower region of beach; however, the milder slopes created less severe end effects. It was concluded that gentler slopes optimize berm design by reducing end effects. Slopes of 1V on 125H and 1V on 150H created the least amount of end effects. Using a slope of 1V on 125H, different berm crest lengths were compared, and it was determined
that crests 610 meters (m) (2,000 ft) or greater would not cause end
effects from wave focusing.

Berm widths considerations were tested by Pollock and Allison (1993) to
determine minimum berm widths for maximum wave height reduction
benefits. Using the Numerical Model of the Longshore Current
(NMLONG) (Kraus and Larson 1991), the study tested different berm
widths and wave heights to determine the optimum berm width that
attenuated the most waves. The study found that greater wave attenuation
was achieved using greater berm crest widths. However, the rate of wave
attenuation relative to berm crest width diminishes as the berm width
increases. Steeper waves were affected more significantly by increases in
berm width. It was found that significant wave height reduction in the lee
of berm decreased once a berm crest reached 200 ft, therefore anything
wider than that may not provide significant wave attenuation benefits.

Williams and Prickett (1998) summarized some of the planning
considerations involved with placing dredged material in the nearshore.
First, the two main types of dredges were discussed: mechanical versus
hydraulic. It is stated that mechanical dredges lead to higher bulk densities
of the material once it is placed, therefore likely causing the sediment to
stay in the same place longer. Conversely, the hydraulic dredging process
may lead to lower bulk densities, allowing material to disperse more
quickly. Characteristics of the placement site are also important to
consider. Bathymetry and hydrodynamics of the placement area determine
how a nearshore berm will behave. Finally, economic considerations are
important in determining how to place a nearshore berm. Mechanical
dredges generally have a higher cost because they typically require tugs
and support vessels to complete the placement process. Hopper dredges, a
type of hydraulic dredge, can provide some cost savings since they are
ocean going vessels that require less support. Additionally, if a hopper
dredge is used, material placed in the nearshore will typically be closer to
the borrow area, allowing for less cost in terms of transit time.
3 Modeling Studies of Nearshore Berms

There have been many modeling studies, both numerical and physical, that have been conducted to better understand nearshore berms. Many of the numerical modeling studies use models to predict whether or not a berm will be active or stable based on hydrodynamic conditions of the area, grain size of the sediment, depth of placement, etc. Several studies use existing two- and three-dimensional (2D and 3D) numerical models that are validated using field data to understand more details of the impacts of the nearshore berm on the hydrodynamics of the region as well as to illustrate the morphological evolution of the berm. Physical models can provide insight to the sediment transportation processes occurring at the nearshore berm.

3.1 Numerical modeling studies

3.1.1 Sediment Mobility Tool (SMT)

The USACE CIRP and RSM Programs have collaborated to create the SMT, a scoping level tool to site nearshore berm placements based on predicted frequency of sediment mobility, dominant axis of wave direction, and onshore or offshore movement of the berm based on the Dean Number. The SMT is a web application that assists district engineers in preliminary assessments of potential nearshore placement sites. Rather than using the DOC, which may yield a conservative estimate of mobility, this method uses bed shear stress and near bottom velocity specific to a given location and grain size. (A more detailed summary of the SMT can be found in McFall et al. [2016]).

The tool uses WIS hindcast data that have been transformed to the specified nearshore placement site using Snell’s Law and conservation of energy flux. Note that caution is advised when using this method inside of the surf zone, defined here as the cross-shore location of wave breaking, as the method does not incorporate the full effects on sediment mobility in this region. To determine frequency of sediment mobility, the SMT uses the transformed waves in two different methods. The first uses the maximum bed shear stress based on Linear Wave Theory to determine frequency of sediment mobility. The second uses the near-bottom critical velocity that is calculated using nonlinear, stream function wave theory. Frequency of sediment mobility is then summarized in histograms.
Examples of histograms for both calculation methods from Duck, North Carolina, are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The colored vertical dashed lines are the critical thresholds of mobility for each respective sediment grain size noted in the legend. The frequency sediment mobility and mean mobility index, $<M>$, are noted in the legend.

**Figure 3.** Histogram of the calculated maximum bed shear stress at a depth of 8 m (from McFall et al. 2016).

**Figure 4.** Histogram of the calculated near bottom velocity at a depth of 8 m (from McFall et al. 2016).
To determine onshore or offshore movement of the berm, the tool uses the Dean Number based on a study by Larson and Kraus (1992) as

\[ D = \frac{H_0}{\omega T} \]  

where \( H_0 \) is the offshore wave height, \( \omega \) is the sediment fall speed, and \( T \) is the wave period. Using data from the FRF, Larson and Kraus found that if \( D \) were greater than 7.2, bar (or berm) migration would be offshore. If \( D \) were less than 7.2, the bar would migrate onshore. The SMT also provides a wave rose of the transformed waves at the nearshore placement site with a resultant vector to provide an axis of wave-dominated sediment transport. In addition to the frequency of sediment mobility and general sediment transport direction calculations, the tool also calculates the DOC using Equations 1, 3, 4, and 5.

The SMT has been applied to several sites including Milford, Connecticut (McFall et al. 2015), Vilano Beach, Florida (Brutsché et al. 2017), and Duck, North Carolina (McFall et al. 2016). (The tool can be found online on the USACE Navigation Portal: http://navigation.usace.army.mil/SEM/SedimentMobility.)

3.1.2 Other predictive numerical models

As is illustrated in the Chapter 2 Existing Design Guidance, hydrodynamic modeling, especially predictions of wave propagation, wave-induced currents, and wave dissipation, plays a crucial role in the evaluation of the design and anticipated performance of nearshore berms. As previously mentioned, Allison and Pollock (1993) examined the impacts of berm crest lengths and end slopes on wave propagation using the RCPWAVE. Berm crest widths were tested using the NMLONG. Recent developments in numerical modeling of coastal processes (e.g., Hanson and Kraus 2011; Larson et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2011, 2012; Reed et al. 2011) should provide valuable tools for improved design and evaluation of nearshore berms.

Scheffner (1991) proposed a systematic approach to analyze placement site stability, which includes numerical modeling of the wave field, storm surge, tidally driven currents, and magnitude of sediment transport using WIS data and Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC) modeling. Scheffner (1991) used equations by Ackers and White (1973) to create the transport model. The relationships predict sediment transport as a function of grain size,
depth, and depth-averaged velocity. Because nearshore berms are placed in relatively shallow water depths, the equations were modified to increase the depth-averaged velocity. By applying this systematic approach to the Sand Island Mound near the entrance of Mobile Bay, Alabama, the author confirmed that the model accurately conveyed nearshore berm behavior.

Based on Bagnold’s bed-load sand transport equation with Stokes’ second-order wave theory, Douglass (1995, 1996) developed an analytical model to calculate the landward migration rate of artificial berms. The model assumes that the onshore migration of the nearshore berm is driven primarily by the velocity asymmetry of finite-amplitude waves, an assumption that is commonly used to explain the onshore migration of nearshore bars (e.g., Larson and Kraus 1992). Convection and diffusion equations were used to describe the conservation of sand. The model uses the Bailard and Inman (1981) form of Bagnold’s (1963) bed load transport model to calculate the rate of cross-shore sand transport. Given an estimate of the onshore-directed portion of the wave climate, the expected value of mound (berm) movement in any given depth $E[C(h)]$, can be estimated with $C$, the convection coefficient as follows:

$$E[C(h)] = \int \int p(H,T)C(H,T,h)dHdT$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

With a tabular estimate of the joint probability of $H$ and $T$, Equation (8) can be simplified as

$$E[C(h)] = \sum p(H,T)C(H,T,h)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where the summation is across all $(H,T)$ bins and $p(H,T)$ is the probability of time that the wave height and period is of a specified magnitude. When applied to the Silver Strand nearshore berm, the model accurately depicted its rate of landward migration. Douglass (1995, 1996) indicated that the migration rate model is a very strong function of water depth where the active nearshore berm is placed. Based on the model, placement in 13%–16% shallower water depths would result in doubling the migration rate whereas doubling the water depth of placement will decrease the rate of migration by a factor of 16 to 32.

Larson and Ebersole (1999) created an analytical model to predict the response of mounds offshore. The model employs a diffusion equation to describe mound response with respect to an equilibrium beach profile,
where the diffusion coefficient is related to the local wave conditions at the mound. It provides quantitative information on how quickly a mound disperses under the influence of non-breaking waves at a particular site. The model was applied to berms in Silver Strand, California; Cocoa Beach, Florida; Maunganui Beach, New Zealand; and Perdido Key, Florida, to create an empirically derived expression for the diffusion coefficient and was validated for the four datasets. The model assumes that the transport in the offshore is a function of the onshore transport of sediment due to wave asymmetry and the offshore transport due to gravity. If, for example, the onshore transport due to wave asymmetry were larger than that due to gravity, the mound should move onshore. The diffusion equation created a way to describe the evolution of the mound in the offshore, and using non-dimensionalized solutions, to determine the influence on wave height and water depth when considering two different mounds with the same shape.

3.1.3 Other numerical model studies

Previous studies describe analytical models that were utilized to predict mound migration and dispersion. Several studies have also used full-scale numerical models to illustrate mound migration. In these cases, extensive field studies were conducted to validate their models, and they were used to hindcast morphological evolution of the berm. The field studies will be described in the next section; however, the types of numerical models used will be briefly summarized here.

Pollock et al. (1998) used Storm Induced Beach Change Model Version 2.0 (SBEACH 2.0) and Long-Term Fate (LTFATE) models to analyze a nearshore berm placed in St. Johns County, Florida. The purpose was to predict the shoreline response to the presence of the nearshore berm. Stable and unstable berms were investigated as shore protection features for mitigation of coastal storm damage. SBEACH is a numerical simulation model for predicting beach, berm, and dune erosion due to storms (Larson and Kraus 1989; Larson et al. 1990; Rosati et al. 1993; USACE 1994). The model assumes that profile change caused by the storm is due to crossshore sediment transport processes. LTFATE is a 3D-coupled hydrodynamic-sediment transport model that was developed to serve as a site-evaluation tool to estimate stability and dispersion of dredged material placed in open water (Scheffner et al. 1995). Results from the study showed that the nearshore berm should provide some level of protection against coastal storm damage to the adjacent shoreline due to waves breaking along the berm crest rather than the shoreline.
An extensively studied nearshore berm in Terschelling, Netherlands, was modeled using UNIBEST (Hoekstra et al. 1996) and Delft3D (Grunnet et al. 2004). The nearshore berm was placed in 1993 and studied extensively for 2.5 years. Bathymetric surveys were frequently carried out, and hydrodynamic data were collected using a wave directional buoy for long-term data, as well as several process-oriented field measurement campaigns. Details of the morphological results of the study will be described in Section 4. The results of wave decay caused by breaking over the berm were described using the UNIBEST-TC model (Roelvink et al. 1996). UNIBEST-TC is a morphodynamic coastal profile model and was used to illustrate longshore sediment transport in addition to wave dissipation over the berm. It was determined through the use of that model that longshore sediment transport rates are important in understanding the behavior of the nourishment (Hoekstra et al. 1996).

The Delft3D modeling system is a fully 3D flow and sediment transport model applied in coastal environments (Grunnet et al. 2004). The model consists of Delft3D-FLOW and Delft3D-WAVE modules. Morphology is modeled using a morphodynamic feedback loop and consists of a number of integrated modules in which the wave and flow fields, sediment transport, and bed-level changes are computed sequentially (Grunnet et al. 2004). The model was applied to the Terschelling berm and calibrated using the full-scale hydrodynamic data that were previously mentioned. The model poorly predicted the measured results that the berm would flatten out; however, it did demonstrate skill in predicting the overall effects of the nourishment on adjacent shoreline dynamics. Over larger spatio-temporal scales, the model gives reasonable results of profile development and sedimentation at the shoreline, as well as onshore movement of the berm. However, detailed morphodynamic predictability was poor.

The same models were also used in hindcasting a nearshore berm placed offshore of Egmond aan Zee, The Netherlands (van Duin et al. 2004). A nearshore berm was placed at the location of the outer bar in the area and was combined with a beach nourishment. Bathymetric surveys were taken, and hydrodynamic data were provided by the Rijkswaterstaat and the Europort station. (More details regarding the results of the field component of this study will be summarized in Section 4.) UNIBEST-TC was found to be able to predict the shoreward bar movements and the detachment of the nearshore berm from the outer bar. Delft3D was used to
determine the influence of the nearshore berm on the hydrodynamics in the region. The model showed decreased flow velocity at the shoreline and increased flow velocity at the nearshore berm due to wave breaking. The model also illustrated wave dissipation over the berm.

Kraiuciuniene et al. (2006) used the MIKE21 modeling suite (Danish Hydraulic Institute 2017) to illustrate the hydrodynamic and sediment processes associated with a nearshore berm off the Lithuanian coast in the Baltic Sea. MIKE21 is a 2D modeling system created by the Danish Hydraulic Institute. The modules used for this study include the Near-Shore Spectral Wind-Wave, Hydrodynamic, and the Sand Transport and were used to determine the best sites for nearshore berm nourishments of the Baltic Sea by analyzing sediment transport, bottom erosions, and dynamic equilibrium processes under varying climatic conditions, especially in stormy weather. The study ultimately found that the Melnrage II site is acceptable for nearshore berm nourishments. This site had been previously used, and the modeled results matched the actual results reasonably well. Similarly, the MIKE21 model was applied to a nearshore berm north of Torsminde, Denmark (Johnson et al. 2001). The model showed a rapid dissipation of wave energy and reduced wave heights in the lee of the berm. The estimates of the morphological change by the model reasonably match the actual morphological changes measured by bathymetric surveys.

Brutsché (2014) used the USACE-developed Coastal Modeling System (CMS) to illustrate the hydrodynamic influences of a nearshore berm placed in Fort Myers Beach, Florida. The CMS in an integrated 2D numerical modeling system for simulating waves, currents, water level, sediment transport and morphology change (Lin et al. 2008; Lin et al. 2011; Sánchez et al. 2011a,b; Sánchez et al. 2014). It consists of CMS-Wave and CMS-Flow that can be used in tandem through the steering module. At Fort Myers Beach, a nearshore berm was placed in 2009 and contained some gaps due to the placement techniques. Details of the morphologic evolution of the berm can be found in Section 4. Similar to the Delft3D model used for the Egmond aan Zee berm, the model showed that the strongest currents were found along the crest of the nearshore berm due to breaking (Figure 5). In the control areas, the strongest longshore currents were found at the shoreline. The model also illustrated the wave dissipation across the berm (Figure 5). Offshore-directed flow was captured in the gaps found along the berm.
Figure 5. CMS modeling of the Fort Myers Beach nearshore berm illustrating (A) wave dissipation across the berm, (B) longshore currents along the berm crest, and (C) flow through the gaps in the berm (from Brutsché 2014).

Gailani and Smith (2014) used several different numerical models to assess the optimal location of nearshore berm placement to be most beneficial to the adjacent shoreline along Tybee Island, Georgia. Currents were assessed using the ADCIRC model (Luettich et al. 1992), and waves were modeled using hindcast WIS data in the Steady-state Spectral Wave (STWave) model (Resio 1987, 1988; Smith et al. 2001). Finally, the General Transport (GTran) model (Gailani et al. 2003) was used to estimate sediment transport pathways. Sediment pathways shown in the GTran model were consistent with historic morphologic evolution, wave and current patterns, and dredging volumes and was therefore considered relevant for assessing the benefit of various placement options. Based on model results, the authors were able to recommend that the best location for nearshore berm placement would be adjacent to the transverse, shore-attached bar just offshore of central Tybee Island.

The Particle Tracking Model (PTM) was used in conjunction with a tracer study at Brunswick Harbor Entrance Channel, Georgia (Gailani et al.
Material is dredged from the channel and placed in several locations in the nearshore. (Results from the tracer study will be discussed in the next section.) PTM is a Lagrangian particle tracker that operates on user-specified, time-varying hydrodynamic conditions over the model domain generated by an Eulerian hydrodynamic model (MacDonald et al. 2006; Gailani et al. 2007). PTM was used at the Brunswick Harbor Entrance Channel project and compared to a tracer study, and it was determined that PTM did well at predicting pathways and fate of silt-sized material released from the dredged material mounds. It was found that where 3D currents existed, PTM did not accurately replicate field measurements. This likely was related to the fact that the hydrodynamic model used in this particular study is 2D and cannot properly replicate 3D field measurements. The model is designed only to transport specified amounts of sediment sources and not the entire volume of sediment from the mound in order to make it more computationally efficient. The authors state that the limited range of sediment sources in PTM make the model perform poorly when attempting to simulate bedload transport in regions of evolving morphology, such as dredged material mounds, and this limitation should be considered when applying the model.

Lin et al. (2013) used the CMS, Short Term Fate (STFATE), and PTM models to evaluate potential nearshore placement sites in Noyo Harbor, California. The STFATE model (Johnson 1990) simulates the aerial distribution of dredged material in open water after it is passed through the water column on an individual release of the hopper or barge load. The simulations using the models included two placement sites. Simulations were conducted for combined tides, waves, currents, and wind forcing to evaluate the sediment transport at the placement sites. The study found that calculated morphology change due to the hydrodynamic forcing at the placement locations was insignificant as compared to changes observed in the nearshore due to the depths of the placement sites (40–60 ft). The effects of placing the material at this location were determined to be insignificant compared to the existing configuration without the dredge material placement.

### 3.2 Physical modeling studies

#### 3.2.1 2D models

Zwamborn et al. (1970) conducted several tests modeling a submerged berm in 2D wave flumes (0.23 and 1.22 m wide) using fixed and movable
beds to protect the nearshore berm placed along the Durban beaches in South Africa. The goal was to design a stable berm to dissipate energy from large, erosive waves and allow smaller high-frequency waves to pass unaffected. The model-to-prototype length scale was 1:100. The berm was modeled with sand ($d_{50} = 0.25$ millimeter [mm] and anthracite ($d_{50} = 0.190$ and $0.27$ mm, specific gravity (SG) = 1.35). In addition to scaling the model with Froude similarity, the shear-settling velocity similarity was also satisfied. The final berm design chosen was 1V:25H seaward and leeward slopes and 61 m (prototype) berm crest width. Results from the physical model were subsequently tested at the prototype scale with a 200 m long test section of the berm off the Durban beach. Model results were confirmed with a high degree of accuracy by the full-scale berm, and it was shown that an underwater mound of dredged material can offer an effective beach protection scheme.

Gunyakti (1987) conducted 2D experiments to study the effects of berm material and geometric shape on nearshore berm migration. The tests were conducted in approximately 12 cm of water. The berms were modeled with median grain sizes ($d_{50}$) ranging 0.23 to 0.4 mm with SG of 1.6 or 0.34. Berms constructed of coarser material maintained its original volume in the berm site after the upper layers were transported to widen the berm. When the berm was constructed of fine and coarse non-cohesive sediment and placed between the natural breaking point and the point where the wave induced near-bed velocity was twice the critical limit, finer material was suspended and transported offshore while the coarser material was transported onshore. Berms constructed of fine and medium-size sediment effectively nourished the beach. The results provide qualitative insight to the berm migration but may be contaminated by scaling effects.

The SUPERTANK large-scale laboratory collection project documented beach profile response to various wave and boundary conditions with high-density measurements of the waves and currents in the surf zone (Kraus et al. 1992). Experiments were conducted in the large wave flume (104 m long, 3.7 m wide, and 4.6 m deep) at the O.H. Hindsdale Wave Research Laboratory at Oregon State University with a flap-type wave maker. The beach was composed of 600 m$^3$ of well-sorted fine sand with a median diameter of 0.22 mm. Waves were measured at 26 cross-shore locations by resistance wave gauges, and the beach profile was measured in the center of the flume at the end of each wave-run segment with a
Geodimeter T140 survey station. Wang and Kraus (2005) studied the beach profile equilibrium of six cases that had constant waves for at least 3 hours. Steep, irregular, erosive waves caused the shoreline to recede approximately 2 m and created a 30 cm tall sand bar. Smaller, irregular, accretionary waves had minimal impact on the shoreline but dispersed some of the sand bar’s landward side in a thin layer between the bar and the shoreline. The bar height remained relatively constant, but the bar moved approximately 0.5 m offshore. Large regular, erosive waves caused the sand bar to migrate landward and created moderate erosion at the shoreline. Accretionary large waves caused the bar to move landward, and a slight advance of the shoreline occurred. Large bedforms or secondary bars were formed landward of the original bar. Erosional regular waves produced a steeper profile than the gentle profile with mid-surf zone secondary bars generated by the accretionary regular waves.

Holmes et al. (1996) studied the profile evolution of fine, coarse, and bimodal sand beaches in the large wave flume (60 m long, 3 m wide) at Imperial College using a working depth of 0.9 m. Jonswap spectra with significant wave heights of 90, 70, and 45 mm were applied. Hydrodynamic data were collected using resistance wave gauges, laser Doppler anemometry, and acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV). The median grain size for the fine and course sand was $d_{50} = 0.5$ mm and $d_{50} = 1.5$ mm, respectively. The bimodal sand beach was composed of a 50:50 mix of the fine and course sands. The fine sand beach tended to erode in the surf and swash zone, moving sediment to an offshore bar. The coarse sand beach transported onshore forming a berm above the still waterline. The beach profile of the bimodal mixed sediment behaved similarly to the fine sediment beach, but notable sorting occurred with fines moving offshore and coarse material depositing between the bar and the still waterline. Little evidence of armoring was observed in the high-energy conditions of this study.

Gravel, mixed gravel, and sand beach profiles were studied at the Grosser Wellenkanal–large wave channel (GWK) of Coastal Research Centre in Hannover by de San Román-Blanco et al. (2006). The GWK is 309 m long, 5 m wide, and 7 m deep. The gravel used for the beach had a diameter range of 16 to 32 mm, with a mean diameter ($d_m$) of 21 mm. The mixed beach consisted of 70% gravel and 30% sand (sand: $d_m = 0.3$ mm). The gravel beach had a porosity of 0.4, and the mixed beach had a porosity of 0.2. The beach volume for both beaches was approximately 600 m$^3$. 
Hydrodynamics were measured with 25 capacitance wave gauges, 24 pressure transducers, 3 ADVs, 1 hydrophone, and video recording to measure the wave runup. The profile is measured with three plastic rollers mounted on an arm attached to a mobile carriage. A representative gravel beach profile evolution of a gravel beach is given by de San Román-Blanco et al. (2006) showing a trough formation evolving in the surf zone and a bar formation above the still water level. With the exception of the representative beach profile evolution, minimal results and conclusions are made.

Çelikoğlu et al. (2006) studied the cross-shore sediment sorting under monochromatic wave action in a 24.5 m long, 5.4 m wide, and 1.0 m deep wave flume. Two sand sizes were tested with median grain sizes (d50) of 0.67 and 0.45 mm. The mixed-sand planar beach had a slope of 1V:5H and a water depth at the wave maker of 0.7 m. The fine material deposited on the bar crest and offshore. The coarse material deposited on the bar trough and foreshore regions. After sorting, armoring layers were established on both sides of the bar crest.

Guannel et al. (2007) used data from the 2005 CROss-Shore Sediment Transport Experiment (CROSSTEX) experiment in the 104 m long, 3.7 m wide, and 4.6 m deep wave flume at the O.H. Hindsdale Wave Research Laboratory to relate the movement of sand bars to the occurrence of wave breaking and magnitudes of undertow, velocity skewness, and acceleration skewness. The beach was created from sand sediment with a median grain size (d50) of 0.22 mm. Experiments showed undertow currents produced the first bar with offshore oriented transport. A second bar was formed with landward oriented transport with the first bar as the likely source of sediment.

Grasso et al. (2009) conducted a series of physical experiments using a lightweight sediment ($\rho_s = 1.19$ kilograms per cubic meter) to apply Shields, Rouse, and Froude number scaling. Experiments were performed in a 36 m long and 0.55 m wide flume with a still water depth at the wave maker of 0.553 m. It was found that the initial beach profile determined the time required for the profile to reach equilibrium but does not strongly influence the final shape. Wave climates with a Dean Number ($D = H_b/(wT)$) of approximately 3.7 produced a steeper beach face accretion, and a value of 2.5 produced beach face erosion. The critical value for the Dean number was shown previous to this study as 3.2 (Dean and Dalrymple...
2002). Note that Kraus et al. (1991) found the critical Dean number to be 7.2 and validated this value with a nearshore berm in Silver Strand, California.

Hwung et al. (2010) conducted a series of nearshore berm experiments in a 25 m long, 30 cm wide, and 70 cm deep wave flume. The berm was modeled with artificial glass sand that had a median grain size $d_{50}=0.32$ mm, porosity of 0.42, and SG = 2.45. The berm was constructed on a fixed bed with bottom slopes of horizontal, 1V:60H, 1V:40H, 1V:20H, and 1V:10H. Sixty-eight trials were conducted with a water depth of 20 cm. Scaling effects may affect the evolution of the bottom profile. It was determined that the berm migration was highly dependent on the local Shields number. For onshore migration, the optimal berm geometry has a berm height-to-water depth ratio greater than 0.8, onshore berm migration dominates mild bottom slopes (1V:60H to 1V:20H), and offshore berm migration was prevalent with a steeper bottom slope (1V:10H).

Srisuwan et al. (2014) studied beach profile evolution using coarse, fine, and mixed sand sediment with three different initial beach profiles per sediment type in the wave flume facility of Karadeniz Technical University, Trabzon, Turkey. The wave flume dimensions were 32.5 m long, 1.4 m wide, and 1.2 m deep. Experiments were conducted in a water depth of 0.8 m. The median grain size ($d_{50}$) for the fine, coarse, and mixed sand sediment was 0.18, 0.363, and 0.217 mm, respectively. Hydrodynamics were measured with two capacitance wave gauges and one ADV. Sand samples were collected from the profile surface at the still waterline, bar trough, bar crest, and offshore portion of the sand bar structure. Erosive waves on the mixed sediment beach caused the bar to migrate offshore, and accretionary waves flattened the bar and moved it onshore. The initial beach profile had minimal influence on the equilibrium beach profile. Increased sediment mobility was observed in the mixed sediment beach compared to the coarse sand due to the influence of the fine sand. The size-specific sediment transport was evident due to the mean sediment size varying up to 20% along the cross-shore profile. The mean grain size remained generally constant at the shoreline, increased at the bar trough and bar crest, and decreased offshore of the bar. The fine material was transported offshore.
3.2.2 3D models

Vera-Cruz (1972) used a hydraulic model to study the artificial nourishment of Copacabana Beach, Brazil. The 3D model was built at a 1:300H and 1:75V. Sand was represented by crushed bakelite, and the wave lengths applied were based on the vertical scale. No longshore littoral drift in the sediment was allowed in the model. A moveable bed was constructed, and waves were applied to the bed until equilibrium was reached. The artificial berm was constructed by dumping 4 liters of bakelite every 20 minutes at four locations along the prototype contour of -5 m. The model showed that offshore dumping of material was an efficient method of beach nourishment. The widening of Copacabana Beach validated the results of the hydraulic model, which agreed quite well.

Nearshore berms and sand bars have been physically modeled in the 3D Large-Scale Sediment Transport Facility (LSTF) at the ERDC in Vicksburg, MS. The LSTF is designed to simulate surf zone hydrodynamics and processes of a longshore beach in a finite-length basin. It consists of a 30 m wide, 50 m long, and 1.4 m deep basin and includes wave generators, recirculation system, sediment traps, and an instrumentation bridge. (Hamilton et al. [2001] describes the design considerations and capabilities of the LSTF in more detail.) The LSTF is shown in Figure 6.

Wang et al. (2003) studied the beach profile evolution under spilling and plunging breakers of similar height in the LSTF. A high wave height of $H_{mo} = 0.45$ m was run prior to the plunging waves, which developed a substantial offshore bar just outside of the surf zone. The bar migrated onshore during the reduced plunging wave height of $H_{mo} = 0.27$ m. The bar migration resulted in elevation gain in the original bar’s landward trough and elevation loss in the bar crest, eventually creating a small secondary bar landward of the original bar’s trough. The newly developed secondary bar migrated seaward to merge with the original bar and return to the equilibrium single bar profile. The dynamic equilibrium of the bar/trough system is maintained by the balance between the onshore transport by the skewed wave’s landward orbital velocity, and the offshore transport by the suspended sediment from the plunging jet and undertow.
Figure 6. (A) Isometric view of the LSTF during a sediment transport experiment (Hamilton et al. 2001) and (B) plan view of the LSTF.

Smith et al. (2015) modeled two submerged nearshore berms and one subaerial berm in the LSTF. The two submerged nearshore berms modeled in Smith et al. (2015) had volumes of 0.1 and 0.17 m$^3$ of finely sorted sand, respectively, with a median grain size, $d_{50}$, of 0.15 mm. The berms had lengths of 3 and 4 m and were placed in model water depths 0.17 and 0.06 m below the still water level, respectively. The subaerial berm had a volume of 0.21 m$^3$ and a length of 4 m. The berms were constructed on a 150 m$^3$ sand beach with the same sand material as the berm. The TMA shallow-water wave spectrum applied to the berms had a peak period, $T_p$, of 1.5 s and wave height, $H_{mo}$, at the wave maker of 0.18 m. These wave conditions translate to a 6.7 s, 3.6 m wave at a water depth of 18 m using a 1:20 model to prototype length scale.
The results for the tested wave condition found that the sand in the berms stayed in the littoral system and migrated predominately downstream in the longshore current (Figure 7). No apparent onshore accretion of the submerged berms was observed, most likely due to the erosive wave size applied. The shallow submerged berm was characterized by great cross-shore dispersion and dramatic longshore transport (Johnson and Smith 2012). The beaches did accrete shoreward of the submerged berms, indicating that the berms altered wave and current conditions to deposit sand leeward of the berms, although not necessarily due to sediment coming from the berm placement itself. Recommendations for future tests include using smaller accretionary wave conditions, running the tests longer to investigate the beach response to the accreted sand due to the wave sheltering of the submerged berms, and investigating berm mixing with native material with cross-shore and longshore sediment cores.

Figure 7. Results from Smith et al. (2015) showing downstream migration of berms.
4 Field Studies of Nearshore Berms

Field studies are of the utmost importance in the understanding of nearshore berm placements as performance is influenced by site-specific hydrodynamic and morphologic conditions. Information on the morphological evolution of existing berms should provide insight on the practice of berm nourishment projects. Data collected in the field can be and have been used to validate and calibrate the previously described modeling studies. There have been many studies that have documented morphological evolution of these types of nourishments. A summary of many nearshore berms that have been placed since 1935 can be found in Table 1. Construction of submerged berms in the United States appears to have begun in the mid-1930s in Santa Barbara, California (Hall 1952). Interest in this type of nourishment and shore protection has increased in recent years. This section discusses many selected field studies on nearshore berms, many of which employ the previously discussed models and techniques to analyze their dynamics.

Table 1. Summary of existing artificial berms/mounds (Wang et al. 2013). A portion of this table was obtained from Otay (1994).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Placed Volume X 10^3 (yd^3)</th>
<th>Placement Water Depth (ft)</th>
<th>Berm Height (ft)</th>
<th>Sediment Grain Size (mm)</th>
<th>Stable or Active</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Santa Barbara, CA</td>
<td>1935</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>Hall and Herron (1950)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic City, NJ</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>3,531</td>
<td>15-25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>Hall and Herron (1950)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Beach, NJ</td>
<td>1948</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>Hall and Herron (1950)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durban, South African</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>3,270</td>
<td>23-52</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>both</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>Zwamborn et al. (1970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copacabana Beach, Brazil</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>2,616</td>
<td>13-20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4-0.5</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Vera-Cruz (1972)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Island Sound, CT</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>1,530</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>silt</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>Bokuniewicz et al. (1977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Erie, OH</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>silt</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>Danek et al. (1978)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New River Inlet, NJ</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6-13</td>
<td>Up to 6 m</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>active</td>
<td>Schwartz and Musialowski (1977)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tauranga Bay, New Zealand</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>2,616</td>
<td>36-56</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Fine to coarse sand</td>
<td>stable</td>
<td>Healy et al. (1991)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several nearshore berms were studied in the 1930s through the late 1940s (Hall and Heron 1950; Hall 1952) located in Santa Barbara, California; Atlantic City, New Jersey; and Long Beach, New Jersey. These three berms were studied using hydrographic surveys and recording hydrodynamic data.
Regarding the berm in Long Branch, New Jersey (placed at -42 ft mean low water [MLW]), over the 2-year study period, it was concluded that there was some accretion over the mound, but there was still extensive erosion along the shoreline, and therefore the material did not benefit the beach (Hall 1952). However, the author did state that perhaps during a longer period of observation the beach may gain some benefit, the method of placing material in the nearshore may not provide nourishment to the beach within a suitable time period. Both the berm in Santa Barbara, California (placed at the -20 ft mean lower low water [MLLW] contour) and Atlantic City, New Jersey (placed at the -18 to -20 ft MLW contour) behaved similarly.

Due to the undesirable outcome of the previously described three nearshore berms, the concept of placing material in the nearshore was largely abandoned until the late 1960s. As previously described in Section 3.2.1, Zwamborn et al. (1970) described a berm placed in Durban, South Africa. The nearshore berm was designed to be stable, placed at approximately 7.3 m (24 ft) below low water of ordinary spring tides, and to be approximately 8 million m³ (10.5 million cubic yards [yd³]). A physical model was run to determine whether or not the berm would be stable under those conditions (see Section 3.2.1). At the time of the Zwamborn et al. (1970) writing, approximately 2.5 million m³ (3.3 million yd³) of sediment had been placed and was virtually stable, but if losses did occur, the mound rebuilt itself. The nearshore berm did provide some protection for the leeward beach. During a storm that occurred in May 1966, beaches that were in the lee of the berm experienced 8%–25% less erosion than those that were not.

McLellan et al. (1988) described a nearshore berm that was placed in Fire Island, New York. Material was dredged from Fire Island Inlet and placed in the nearshore in the summer of 1987. The berm was approximately 422,500 yd³ and placed within the 16 ft contour. The berm was split into three sections for the purposes of the study, and it was found that the steepness of the side slopes was a result of the placement technique and the relative depth. At deeper water sites, the noncohesive particles undergo discrete particle settling during the descent phase, allowing for greater spreading and gentler side slopes (McLellan et al. 1988). McLellan et al. (1988) concluded that it is important to have better tools to predict nearshore berm response to waves and currents to allow the designer to properly site the berm for maximum benefit and to provide an approach
quantifying benefits. It is stated that field monitoring is essential to improve the data available to support these research needs.

A nearshore berm was placed at Sand Island, Alabama, in 1987, consisting of 464,000 yd$^3$ placed at approximately the 20 ft MLLW contour (Hands and Bradley 1990). The study scheme included hydrodynamic measurements, bathymetric measurements, as well as seabed drifters and grab sediment samples. The Hands and Allison (1991) study showed survey data that indicated the mounds moved approximately 30 m/year (98 ft/year) initially. Douglass (1996) used the previously mentioned numerical model (see Section 3.1.2) to show that it matched well when a calibration coefficient of $A=0.5$ was used. Hands and Bradley (1990) state that if the berm had been placed shallower, the material likely would have moved more rapidly.

Andrassy (1991) and Junhke et al. (1990) monitored the 1988 placement of a nearshore berm at Silver Strand State Park in California using material dredged from San Diego Harbor. The berm was approximately 1200 ft long, 600 ft wide, had an average relief of 7 ft; a total volume of approximately 150,000 yd$^3$ of fine sand was placed between the 15 and 28 ft depth contours, or above the depth of closure of 33 ft for this area. Because it was built shallower than the depth of closure, the berm was expected to be active. During the first 2 years after the berm placement, Andrassy (1991) documented onshore migration of the berm and nourishment of littoral zone. Of all the cases reviewed here, this is the only one that documented considerable subaerial sand accumulation on the beach, within and above the intertidal zone, which lies between zero and 10 ft above MLLW at the site. The accumulation was interpreted as the direct result of onshore migration of the berm, in addition to the hydraulic effects (modification to wave propagation pattern) of the berm. Long period summer swells may have provided favorable accretionary wave conditions. The Silver Strand case has been used by several previously described modeling studies (see section 3.1) including (1) Hands and Allison (1991) for the development of the criteria to predict stable or active berm, (2) Larson and Kraus (1992) to verify the bar migration model, and (3) Douglass (1996) for predicting the onshore migration rate.

Aidala et al. (1992) studied a nearshore berm placed at South Padre Island, Texas, to determine the correlations between a nearshore feeder (or active) berm and hydrodynamic forcing. Methods included conducting
hydrographic surveys, collecting sediment samples, taking wind measurements, using wave hindcasts, and conducting seabed drifter studies. Hydrodynamic parameters influencing the direction of berm movement could not be concluded; however, results of the study indicated that both movement and erosion of the berm are influenced by the correlation between shear stress, threshold velocity, and bottom current velocity. It was concluded that when shear stress exceeds the threshold velocity, the berm will migrate. The bottom current then influences the course of the evolution.

A relatively large nearshore berm was placed offshore of Perdido Key, Florida, in 1989. The berm was built in conjunction with a beach nourishment. The Perdido Key berm was probably one of the largest and most comprehensively studied projects as it was monitored over an 8-year period including proximal passages of several hurricanes (Dean et al. 1995; Otay 1995; Work and Otay 1996; Browder and Dean 2000). Otay (1994, 1995) analyzed the berm nourishment based on topographic and bathymetric surveys, wave and current measurements, sediment sampling, meteorological data analysis, and analysis of oblique aerial photography. It was concluded that the berm remained largely stable with no significant volumetric changes with the exception of some degree of bathymetry smoothing (Otay 1995). Wave modeling completed by Work and Otay (1996) indicated that the berm provided some protection to the beach nourishment landward of the berm, which was also indicated by the bathymetric surveys showing that 84% of the beach nourishment remained after being placed 3 years prior. They concluded that this could be because the presence of the nearshore berm allows wave energy to be distributed differently or may allow more dissipation of wave energy, thus reducing wave energy reaching the shoreline. Browder and Dean (2000) analyzed additional longer-term survey data and concluded that 8 years after the construction, the berm remained largely stable with most of the placed sediment volume accounted for, confirming the earlier findings of Otay (1995). Eight years after the two nourishments were placed, 41% of the beach nourishment still remained. Based on the findings of Otay (1995) and Browder and Dean (2000), the Perdido Key berm behaved quite differently from most of the berms listed in Table 1. The Hands and Allison (1991) model would predict this berm to be an active one whereas the long-term field monitoring suggested otherwise. No specific reasons were given in any of the literature as to why the berm did not behave as expected.
Maintenance dredging of Canaveral Harbor in 1992 and 1993 resulted in a nearshore berm disposal in Port Canaveral, Florida, offshore of Cocoa Beach. Bodge (1994) evaluated the performance of the berm based on time-series survey and sediment data. The study found that the most rapid onshore movement of the berm happened within days to a few weeks after the placement. Initial movement was approximately 100 ft landward over the first 1- to 6-week period, and the height of the berm reduced correspondingly as it dispersed landward. After the rapid initial adjustment, the profile seemed to have approached equilibration as the rate of onshore migration was much slower over the next 10 months. Bodge (1994) applied the criteria to predict the behavior of the 1993 Port Canaveral berm and concluded that Hands and Allison (1991) model successfully predicted, as confirmed by field data, the shallow portion of the berm as being active and the deeper portion as stable. This study also found that there was little to no offshore movement, and negligible longshore spreading, of the material at this site.

A nearshore berm was placed in Newport Beach, California, in 1992. Mesa (1996) applied the Hands and Allison (1991) criteria to the berm in California and concluded that the berm could be considered both stable and active due to the fact that the depth of the berm as related to the Hallermeier Inner and Outer DOCs places the berm in the “buffer zone” in the Hands and Allison (1991) classification (Figure 2). Mesa (1996) suggested that the berm may be considered “weakly active” based on the fact that its position is only slightly greater than the 50% outer limit. Bathymetry measurements indicated that the berm was eroding by the dispersal of material from the berm crest shoreward while the base remained stable. Overall, the berm migrated shoreward at a rate of approximately 100 ft/year, with little indication that the berm moved alongshore. Additionally, Mesa (1996) suggested that the berm seemed to have improved the surfing conditions in the area, providing a positive public perception to local stakeholders. Mesa (1996) indicated that coarser sediments remained in the active littoral system and that the berm did not adversely affect the percentage of fines.

Kroon et al. (1994), Hoekstra et al. (1996), Grunnet et al. (2004), and van Duin et al. (2004) examined two shoreface nourishment (i.e., nearshore berm) projects conducted in the Netherlands using field methods and numerical modeling techniques. The numerical modeling aspects of the studies were described in Section 3.1.3. The field component of the studies
will be described here. The project areas were characteristic of a dynamic 2-bar system, and berms were placed in the vicinity of the bars. The Terschelling shoreface nourishment was placed in the trough between the two bars at a depth of 16 to 23 ft below mean sea level (Kroon et al. 1994). The Egmond shoreface nourishment was placed directly seaward of the outer bar at a water depth of approximately 25 ft (van Duin et al. 2004). Onshore migration of the nourishment material was measured for both cases. At both sites, the bar system was rapidly re-established following the placement, despite the different placement locations, leading both studies to the conclusion that the nearshore profile has the ability to rapidly restore its equilibrium shape against perturbations at this scale (van Duin et al. 2004; Kroon et al. 1994; Hoeskstra et al. 1996; Gruunet et al. 2004). Although the 2-barred profile was restored rather rapidly and maintained after the shoreface nourishment, the different placement locations resulted in differing initial morphological response. At Terschelling, the fill between the inner and outer bars induced onshore migration and upward growth of the inner bar while the elevation of the outer bar and the trough decreased. At Egmond, the shoreface nourishment seaward of the outer bar initiated a substantial shoreward migration of both bars during the first 2 years. A trough formed between the nourishment and the original outer bar, creating a 3-bar morphology (van Duin et al. 2004). However, during the third year, the system returned to the 2-bar shape. The exact cause of the return to the 2-bar profile was not explained other than nature's ability to return to its equilibrium state (van Duin et al. 2004). Van Duin et al. (2004) found that the shoreface nourishment had significant influences on the morphodynamics of the two natural bars. Each of these studies emphasized the functionality of the nearshore berm to operate as a submerged breakwater, influencing the nearshore wave propagation patterns and subsequently the shoreline configuration directly landward of the berm.

The USACE regularly dredges the Brunswick Harbor Entrance Channel in Georgia and places the material in several different locations in the nearshore. Several studies have been completed on the different placement locations (Johnson and Work 2005; Smith et al. 2007; Gailani et al. 2007). Johnson and Work (2005) specifically studied nearshore placement Site C in a field study conducted in 2003 and also conducted a predictive study based on several different sediment transport equations including Nielsen (1992), Van Rijn (1984a,b), and Soulsby (1997). The Nielsen and Soulsby approaches included the effects of waves gave similar results to the measured data. Results indicate that the channel steers the
flow of water and sediments and that placing the material farther downdrift of the entrance channel might increase the likelihood of indirect nourishment of the downdrift beaches. Smith et al. (2007) used fluorescent sediment tracers to evaluate the nearshore placement of dredged material along this portion of the coast of Georgia. Difficulties arose attempting to make quantifiable conclusions regarding the sediment tracers; however, several important qualitative assessments were noted: (1) fine sediments were found to winnow rapidly from the dredged material, (2) fine sediments were not found to deposit permanently in the inner shelf environment; rather the silt tracers that were found in isolated surface grab samples in the nearshore environment were not found in subsequent surveys, and, (3) sandy sediments were found to transport much shorter distances than that of the fine sediments and remained in the shallow nearshore environment. These data were also used to compare to the PTM, as discussed in section 3.1.3.

A nearshore berm placed at Ocean Beach, San Francisco, between 2005 and 2007 has been extensively documented (Barnard et al. 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009). Compared to many of the previously discussed berms, this location experiences relatively higher wave energy. Material was placed offshore of a known erosional hot spot along the California coast. The intent of the placement was to provide a buffer to an area of the coast that suffers erosion through wave attack during the energetic winter months. Although the beach response was inconclusive, bathymetric surveys showed that the material had migrated over 100 m (328 ft) toward the shoreline indicating that the placement is likely beneficial over the long term providing (1) additional wave dissipation during storms, (2) compatible sediment to feed the nearshore bars (3) sediment cover on an exposed sewage outfall pipe, and, (4) a viable alternative to the shoaling offshore disposal site (Barnard et al. 2006).

In New Zealand, a nearshore berm was placed along a rocky, high energy stretch of coast (McComb and Black 2001) and studied over an 18-month period. Results from the field study showed that there was a spatially uniform pattern of erosion, with rates related to wave height to the third power. In the survey area, uniform dispersal of the sand was observed resulting in smoothing of the isobaths over time. The data also suggested that sediment transport to and from the placement area was largely due to suspended load transport rather than bedload. No direct relationship between mound erosion and the current regimen was found.
In 2009, a nearshore berm was placed in Fort Myers Beach, Florida, and was extensively studied and documented (Brutsché 2011; Brutsché and Wang 2012; Wang et al. 2013; Brutsché 2014; Brutsché et al. 2014). Material was dredged from nearby Matanzas Pass and placed in the nearshore northwest part of the island. The placement consisted of up to 16% fine material and could therefore not be placed directly onto the beach due to state regulations. Initially, the fine material was located in the trough landward of the berm; however, that material migrated offshore. The overall grain size of the dry beach remained relatively consistent throughout the study period, indicating that the fine material did not migrate onshore. Throughout the entire 4-year study period, the berm migrated onshore until it eventually reached a dynamic equilibrium state. By creating an average profile for the study area and calculating the variance of each profile from the average profile, it was determined that the two tropical systems that passed the study area in 2012 accelerated the equilibration process (Figure 8). The dry beach gained approximately 23,000 yd$^3$ of sediment due to the presence of the berm (Figure 9). The profiles immediately adjacent to the berm to the south also gained sand, indicating that the berm did not appear to have a negative impact to the adjacent beach as submerged breakwaters tend to do.

Figure 8. Average variance from the average profile of the study area (Brutsché et al. 2014; Brutsché 2014).
Figure 9. Dry beach width and volume change between April 2010 and May 2013 (Brutsché et al. 2014; Brutsché 2014).
5  **Summary and Future Work**

It is important to have a better understanding of nearshore berm placements as they are becoming an increasingly utilized beneficial use method for dredged material. Design guidance exists to determine whether a nearshore berm will be active or stable based on DOC, as well as near-bed velocities. Additionally, guidance of nearshore placement shape in terms of berm crest width, height, and length has been well documented through USACE Dredging Research Program technical reports.

Many numerical and physical modeling studies have been completed to determine the fate of the material placed in the nearshore. Numerical models exist both to predict what will happen once the material is placed, as well as determine in greater detail the morphological evolution and hydrodynamic effects the berm has on the area. 2D and 3D physical models have also been employed to understand these concepts.

Field studies have shown that onshore migration and/or integration into the beach profile with alongshore dispersion usually occurs for active nearshore berms along the open coast, especially directly following placement. The function of shallow nearshore berms as submerged breakwaters is also well documented through numerical wave modeling.

Although many modeling and field studies have been conducted to assess morphologic and sedimentologic evolution of nearshore berms, a need still exists to fully understand the behavior of these types of nourishments. The overarching research goal is to build tools to predict where the material is going, how the existing beach/marsh responds to the placement, and how long the material will remain in place or its intended location. These goals can be further expanded to include details that are unique to a certain type of placement or location.

The landward limits of sediment migration are an important consideration, often the primary design parameter. The question of where the berm material will go can be divided into both sand and mixed berms, those containing or composed of fine material. Sand berms are covered in depth in the previous chapters, but mixed berms lack field observations. Often there are concerns over sediment from the berms covering nearby resources such as hard bottom habitat and cultural resources. Additionally, most of the physical model studies summarized here only consider cross-shore sediment transport (Zwamborn et al. 1970; Gunyakti
1987; Kraus et al. 1992; Guannel et al. 2007; Grasso et al. 2009; Hwang et al. 2010), with little emphasis on the alongshore component of transport except for Vera-Cruz (1972) and Smith et al. (2014).

Measuring the transport of sediment in the field includes a host of challenges that drive the need for better measurement methods. Including high temporal and spatial fidelity hydrodynamics measurements of the nearshore especially during high energy events is paramount in developing tools to predict the berm transport. Douglass et al. (1995) notes the difficulties in measuring and correlating field measurements at a placement site with observed berm transport trends. Many of the studies detailed in this report did not measure both local waves and currents during berm monitoring. The local perturbation of the wave field and currents due to a berm placement are important to understand and include in engineering placement site design. Measurements comparing the hydrodynamics of an area with and without a nearshore berm are not often reported unless the goal of the berm is to act as a submerged breakwater (Zwamborn et al. 1970), did not perform as expected (Hall 1952), or is included in a multi-year monitoring effort (Van Duin et al. 2004; Brutsché et al. 2014). These measurements could help to develop guidance on the design of berms.

While monitoring the berm transport via bathymetric surveys has proven to provide considerable insight as detailed in the field studies chapter (Chapter 4), there still exists a need for more detailed measurements, both hydrodynamic and sedimentologic. Mapping berm geometric changes cannot answer questions related to sediment mixing, armoring or original mass content. Additionally, fine sediment can transport great distances and distribute over large areas reducing the value of bathymetric surveys. Improved low-cost tracers in conjunction with PTM or specially designed physical models could greatly aid in building and validating predictive tools.

The varying nature of wave energy results in intermittent transport constraining design and predictive tools to be based on statistical return periods. The SMT (McFall et al. 2016) is an example of this approach. This further reinforces the need for local, high temporal and spatial sampling of the hydrodynamics, berm geometry, and berm sedimentary characteristics. The research gaps overviewed here are not entirely unique to nearshore berm transport and could aid in a better understanding and prediction of the nearshore environment.
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This Coastal and Hydraulics Engineering special report is a general overview of the current state of nearshore berm placement research. The report describes current design guidance for nearshore berm placement, as well as the major findings of existing numerical and physical modeling studies. Field experiments are also summarized. Numerical and physical models are important as they help to illustrate in greater detail the morphological evolution and hydrodynamic effects the berm has on the surrounding area. Physical models allow for two- and three-dimensional illustration of these concepts. Field studies show that onshore migration of active berms occurs and the tendency of nearshore berms to act as a submerged breakwater. Although many field and modeling studies exist to assess the morphologic and sedimentologic evolution of berms, a need for more detailed understanding of the processes associated with these types of nourishments still exists. More data to predict where material is going, how the existing adjacent morphologic features respond to the placement, and how long the material will remain in place (or its intended location) are necessary to answer stakeholder questions for these types of placements.
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